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Please Note: With effect from Ugadi 2009, as desired by
large number of learned clients, the reports are generated
in plain English, avoiding astrological jargon, to facilitate
Home readability.
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Service No. A 25 Report Nyayarthi
Madam you said, "I have become involved in a court case.
I want to know what will be the results and will there be
anymore police and court cases in future and what are the
YEARLY FORECAST remedies I can do to make the results in my favour. This
happened 2 weeks ago. If the results are not in my favour,
the problem is I may be sent back to India by the US govt.
MONTHLY
Please also see in which country I will be staying and how
FORECAST
are my job prospects in US? or will I be returning back to
YOUR
India soon? Please look up my husband's chart also if it is
PERSONALITY:
going to help u to determine answers to the above
Astrologer cornered! questions: he is working now. I am not yet working. I
wanted to start looking for work at the end of this year".
Moon sign & your
personality

The ayanamsha generated by the
system is not up to the mark and
hence it is fine tuned. The proper
YOGABHYASA:
chitra paksha ayanamsha is 23°
36'51".The sub lords are also
Yoga postures
found out using the same
(Asana s)
ayanamsha. Hence, there may be
some differences in balance of
Breathing
dasa and also placement of
(Pranayama)
planets. These are verified for
accuracy and such deviation is
Meditation (Dhyana)
employed to achieve greater
accuracy. The native is born in
Management of
tula rasi, star being Swathi 2nd
diabetes
pada and vrishabha lagna. In this
chart ravi is posited in the enemy sign. Guru is posited in own
ABOUT ME:
sign and sani is retrograde. None of the planets are having rapt
conjunction and also rahu-ketu axis is away from chandra. In the
My profile
bhava chakra guru is in the 12th bhava and the remaining planets
are posited in the same houses as in rasi with reference to lagna.
My Album
Public Library
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Kuja being the 7th lord in lagna
aspecting
own
sign
and
house
guarantee an excellent married life. She
is under the influence and obeys her
husband very much. This is a good
combination when it comes to married
life but in fights, wars and struggles, it
works against the native as she does not
have the fighting spirit and easily surrenders! As such, the chart
is not suitable for public relations job. At this juncture, she is
supposed to pull her strength together and fight tooth and nail and
SHOULD NOT surrender.
She requires strength and
encouragement and moral support from husband. Sukra is the
lagna lord and the native is from a good and elite family. Delicate
health is seen due to kuja in lagna and the lagna lord being the 6th
lord. The native should take care about sugar level as there is this
problem in the ancestral linage. She is bound to become rich and
enjoys all wealth and pleasures of life and IS NOT a jail bird nor a
deported national under humiliating circumstances.
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GRAHA MANTRA S
WITH MP3:
Curtain raiser
Mantra s for Sun (Ravi)
Mantra s for Moon
(Chandra)
Mantra s for Mars
(Kuja)
Mantra s for Mercury
(Budha)
Mantra s for Jupiter
(Guru)
Mantra s for Venus
(Sukra)
Mantra s for Saturn
(Sani)
Mantra s for Rahu
(North Node)
Mantra s for Ketu
(South Node)
Purusha Sukta:
Significance of
Purusha Sukta
Script & mp3
Other mantra s
ASTROLOGY,
RELIGION, CULTURE
& INDOLOGY :
What do the scriptures
say?
Is astrology
sanctioned in
scriptures?
Do remedial measures
work?
Idolatry
Worship of non-living
planets
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She is very intelligent in the sense she is learned person like a
parrot. She lacks common sense and worldly knowledge. The
native is suitable to managerial and office management jobs.
Chandra the 3rd lord in the 6th shows that the relationship with
friends, brothers/sisters is not up to the mark. Normally, the native
will not be having any long standing friends. She makes friends
fast but does not have consistency to continue friendship. This
combination causes fear due to enemies, loans and diseases. But
sani in the 3rd retrograde shows that she has lot of patience
required to wage a court battle. In other words, short term fear and
long term patience alternate frequently. The government,
administrator, law maker is not angry with her as ravi aspects his
own sign the 4th. Even then ravi is not too happy in the enemy
house. This means due to compulsions, the government (or his
representatives like judges, police etc.,) help the native. 5th lord in
the 9th with the lagna lord is a good combination that brings
greatest good luck and success to the native. Most of the luck
starts and is related to child birth.

The greatest draw backs in the life is the ownership of guru over
the 8th house and also presence of chandra in the 8th with rahu. If
Case of twins
rahu had eclipsed totally, it would have been even more worse
leading to mental problems and imbalance due to problems like
Why the chart is
this. Now, there is no fear of loosing mental equilibrium but the
made for birth time?
native tends to be touchy. She is confused and afraid of enemies,
ghosts, thieves and loose faith that there are good human beings
around. Her experiences also shows that women and nomadic
Ever increasing
(gypsy-lambadi), strange looking people caused problems in her
scientific temper
life. By developing an optimistic out look, she can combat this
weakness. She should listen to Durga Sukta/ Mahishasura
Are astrologers
Mardhini sloka everyday. Rahu kavacha or beeja mantras can also
assets to society?
be used for this purpose. She should recite rahu beeja mantras
Astrology, palmistry minimum 18 times a day. That means worship of fearful form of
Goddess like Kaali, Chamunudi gives her much needed courage.
and numerology
Gift of speech
What is birth time?

Professional development is very slow. She can not expect to be a
high officer or a business person. However, the government will
help her by providing special schemes to purchase
houses/ornaments/vehicles etc., This means whenever she
decides to buy such things, govt. reduced the price or tax or
registration payable! Similarly, government provides a job to her.
She will be middle ranking office manager. She does discharge
her duties well and is well known for her authority. For argument
sake, if she is sentenced then no government - Indian or American
would be giving a job. This government/autonomous body like
municipality, corporation, university etc, give her appointment, it
can be inferred that she would be out of the present problem.
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As the 11th lord is posited in the 12th, the native will have much
wealth but this is not a business person's chart. As guru is the 8th
lord, there will be horrible and neck breaking problems wherein
judiciary, panchayat, a gathering, enquiry authority will have to be
addressed. Anybody who have involvement of guru with the 8th,
will have to face such enquiries and inquests. As guru aspects his
OWN sign and house, she WILL BE FULLY ABSOLVED of all the
charges and WILL NOT be deported. It is true that the winning will
not come easily on a plate. She will have to under go humiliations,
worries.
Another problems with guru is that the native does not like/ does
not approach God for mercy. She decides that God is bound to
favour her and does not under take any recitation or advise of
others, thereby landing head down in trouble. Even if she recites
the mantras, God will not be easily pleased and would be reluctant
to grant any favours, unfortunately. There is slight deviation from
this dictum in the particular chart. As guru aspects the 8th house,
guru should protect the native from suicide, fatal health problems,
imprisonment and grant long and happy life in the company of
children. Due to this dual role, guru will be pleased but not so early
and easily. She should have good will power to seek mercy of
God. The native is having the bhukti of Budha 16-01-2008 to 25-092010 in the dasa of sani. For vrishabha rasi people sani is yoga
karaka which means he will give all the benefits of life. As he is
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retrograde and in 6-8 from the 10th house, he is slow to give
placement to the native. Since both the dasa and bhukti lords are
natural and functional benefics, this period is going to be
beneficial to the native. The earlier bhukti of Sani 12-01-2005 to 1601-2008 was having the desire to halt the professional growth.
Guru is the sub lord of 2nd house giving good monthly income,
happiness, being with husband (not separated). Also, he is the
star lord of rahu who is in the 6th. As such, guru also causes
enemy action, a struggle to overcome such problems.
Since both the dasa and bhukti lords are good, why such a thing
has happened first of all? The present bhukti of budha is a curing
period, it solves the problems but the problem cropped up during
the earlier sani bhukti whose intention was to cause professional
set back. Being yoga karaka, he will not cause permanent
damage. SATURN IS A GREAT DISCIPLINARIAN AND TEACHER.
This is the time to learn new lessons. And that is the way Sani
teaches the lesson, rather hard way! The transit of sani also
afflicts ravi, the government. There is no problem with guru as he
is transiting in the 3rd from rasi. It is not correct to say that he is
transiting in the 8th from lagna as the transit results are
deciphered from moon sign (rasi).
Guru enters makara the 4th from rasi (which is not called guru
bala, but is a better position to seek solution from problems) from
11.12.2008. This is the transit in the 4th to bring happiness. This
house is the 9th from lagna. Being neecha, the judges are difficult
to approach but as guru triggers the action of both dasa and
bhukti lords, he caused acquaintance from all the charges. By
25.09.2010, the native will be totally cleared from all these
problems.
The element of uncertainty, lack of influence, lack of relaxation and
sleep etc., can be overcome by remedial measures. The native
should recite beeja mantra for guru (nothing less than that)
minimum 108 times. Suppose she has more time, she can recite
every hundred times more than that. But beeja mantra should not
be recited in civil cloth or any time, anywhere. As such, if she
requires to recite the mantras, she should select namaskara
mantra or peedahara mantra (first two lined two mantras- one of
them). These mantras can be recited anywhere and any time. She
should spend more time in temples, satang etc., that she will be in
the company of God. But, the remedial measures do not yield
sudden results and being discouraged the native may discontinue
them! This is what happens with most of people having 8th guru.
The patients having guru in 8th only complain about the disease
but refuse to be cured and find fault with medication. They prefer
to enjoy the suffering! They prefer to cry about the diseases but
can not follow the diet at all! The native may fall into such trap and
so she requires lot of will power. There is no point in talking about
the problems but one should seek the solution. Let her start
slowly that she gets tuned to this mood. Under any
circumstances, until the problem are over, she should not stop the
remedial measures for guru. Reading (parayana) of Sri Sai charita
or Raghavendra Swamy Mahatme or Bible or any religious
scripture everyday is a good idea.
Since sukra is very strong being the lagna lord and also the
present dasa is of sani, yoga karaka, the native will continue to
stay abroad. There is no deportation. Professional growth also is
not damaged. These incidents have caused halt in the process of
job. The native can wear Emerald for budha of 4-5 carets made in
gold that brings clear thinking, luck and religious mentality. She
can also keep the yantras for rahu and guru for worshipping. A
simple worship like washing with milk and putting dhoop, deepa
and naivedya will do. If she does not have inclination (as most
vrishabha lagna borns worship only money god -Mahalakshmi) to
conduct pooja, then the yantras are not needed. Sani dasa shows
that the stay will be in the US only as there is largest work force.
If satisfied with my humble reading I request you kindly to
recommend my service to your friends and relatives.
Confidentiality will always be maintained.
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